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ABSTRACT 

Behavior of many materials shows effects that cannot be modelled on the macroscopic scale. These 

effects require micro-scale modeling and often quite different computational methods compared to 

those on the macro scale are used for this purpose (e. g. discrete methods instead of continuous 

methods). Particularly for design of new materials, for which the lack of experimental data excludes 

development of purely phenomenological material laws, predictive modeling of effects on the micro-

scale may be crucial. Therefore it is attractive to combine different computational models within one 

framework. This is the goal of multi-scale modeling of materials. 

Many methods have been developed in the past to bridge the huge gap between atomistics or 

molecular dynamics and classic continuum mechanics (e.g. the quasicontinuum method). One 

important challenge is the modelling of atomistic effects at non-zero temperatures. The subject of the 

present study is a concurrent multi-scale strategy based on similar ideas as the FE2 approach. 

The method consists of combining the FE2 concept and molecular dynamics. Instead of resolving the 

problem completely with atoms, only a number of small molecular dynamics sub-problems are 

solved at each Gauss point. The kinematics of the coarse scale is applied to the molecular dynamics 

sub-problem (e. g. via the deformation gradient), which returns the constitutive behavior (e. g. in 

terms of resulting stresses). The stress tensor is calculated as viral stress. 

This approach has been implemented into the object oriented, modular finite element code NumPro, 

developed at the institute. A number of test cases have been calculated and the results are presented. 

From quasi-static tests of a pure Fe single crystal, an elasticity tensor can be obtained along the lines 

of Tadmor et al. [1]. The results match quantities obtained from the literature. Furthermore 

applications for non-linear static and explicit dynamic problems are discussed. Finally, a look at the 

incorporation of plasticity is taken (e. g. via a dislocation theory). 
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